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FROM THE DIRECTORS

MISSION

This is our official newsletter of the school year. It’s been another whirlwind year with COVID-19
continuing to impact our service delivery. We are thankful for our dedicated and resilient staff that are
willing to take this ride with us. We couldn’t do any of this without them.
This summer we were able to provide summer school at many of our Head Start locations thanks to the
stimulus funding. This additional programming provided children with rich educational opportunities,
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outdoor curriculum activities, and tons of fun!

To create a healthy

Keeping children, families and staff safe continues to be our priority as we navigate another COVID

environment that will

surge and variant. Many centers were able to upgrade facilities by replacing old HVAC systems,
adding air conditioning, updating playgrounds, creating additional staff/child space, and other
enhancements that will help keep our environments safe.
In November, the Office of Head Start issued an Interim Final Rule (IFR) that requires: (1) universal
masking for persons age 2 and above effective 11/30/2021, (2) vaccination by January 31, 2022 for all
Head Start program staff, inclusive of Head Start, Early Head Start, and EHS Child Care partnerships,
certain contractors, and volunteers working in classrooms or working directly with children. We are
working through some challenges with enrollment and staffing. Sadly, we have lost both families and
staff due to these requirements. This is placing an extra burden on the staff that remain.
Like many other programs and industries, the workforce shortages have hit our program hard. It has
become increasingly difficult to find and retain staff. We’ve applied for Child Care Stabilization funds,
if awarded, eligible staff will receive funds that will hopefully help with retention.
Despite the challenges, wonderful work continues in classrooms and on home visits with children and
families. We are grateful for the continued support of our community partners and staff.
We wish you a happy, healthy holiday season and HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Sheri Norgard & Beth Tilleson
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communities.

SOCIALIZATIONS AT IRVINE PARK
Colfax Early Head Start

Colfax Early Head Start had a great turnout at their last
two socializations at Irvine Park in Chippewa Falls.
On October 27th, we got wild by wearing animal masks
and checked out all the animals at the zoo. We also
discovered a cave!
On November 10th, we made binoculars and used them
to search for items on our scavenger hunt list!
We had wonderful participation by our Early Head Start
families, and a great time was had by all!

IGLOO BUILDING
Stanley-Boyd Head Start

Ms. Beth's 4k is currently working hard at building a fun igloo for the
children at Stanley-Boyd to pay in!
Everyone at Stanley-Boyd is looking forward to seeing the final
product!

BRAIN GYM
Ashley O'Brien - Head Start Coach

We all recognize the importance of movement when working in
early childhood. It supports healthy habits, development, and it's
fun! We also are aware of the connection between movement and
learning, whether it's "getting the giggles out" or using our
bodies to explore concepts like pretending to be a seed
transforming into a tall tree.
These kinesthetic and sensorimotor styles of learning are
embodied in the Brain Gym philosophy, which combines
movement and the senses in order to activate the brain, manage
stress, and focus attention. Mostly through observations with
students with special needs, Brain Gym founders developed 26
movements that support learning in the classroom. They quickly
realized how these can be activating and transformative
movements for all students! Each newsletter will highlight a new
movement.
Midline Movements:
These activities support integration of both sides of the body and
brain to support coordination and balance; it has also been
theorized that these combined movements activating both sides
of the body activates the brain’s speech and language centers.
They help support gross motor skills for an effective foundation of
fine motor skills.
Example:
Cross Crawl: done by standing (or adapt by laying down on your
back) and bring elbow to opposite knee, like a rhythmic march.
Notice how you are crossing the midline of your body.
Uses: incorporate this movement during the marching part of the
bear hunt song, during transition wait times

Brain Gym Teachers Edition, Paul E. Dennison & Gail E. Dennison, Hearts
at Play Publishing 2010

FALL FUN

Friends at Stanley-Boyd Head Start visited Niblett's
Apple Shed for some autumnal activities!

At Rice Lake Head Start,
Miss Lisa, Miss Molly, and
Miss Joleen got in the
seasonal spirit and
decorated the front door
with corn stalks and
pumpkins!

